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Visium™

Next-Gen Pricing Transparency 
& Contracting Solution

The key to controlling healthcare costs is defining the terms 

of what is reasonable to pay for care. Health plans are far 

too often asked to pay for care without understanding 

how or why the fee was charged. This leads to operational 

inefficiencies and higher costs as health plans and providers 

continue to disagree on a rational cost for care.

Our transformational solution, Visium™, empowers health 

plans and redefines healthcare reimbursement. Visium’s 

multi-faceted platform loads and manages contracts for 

Medicare, Medicaid, commercial, and other government 

programs. It applies real-time edits and regulatory updates 

specific to each plan’s goal and process output for pricing/

repricing that is both accurate and compliant, minimizing claim 

pass-through frustration. The platform’s claim processing 

functionality is augmented by intelligent gap-fill capabilities 

that can generate rates for challenging, non-covered claim 

types like pediatric vaccines, DME, or a trip to an urgent 

care center. 

Visium™ can be configured to any plan’s goals while making 

it simple to automate reimbursement terms as you scale to 

accommodate multiple providers, contracts, groups, rate 

customizations, and claim volume. A process trail shows 

exactly how each claim is priced, while sophisticated data 

auditing tools support your payment integrity initiatives 

now and in the future. Plus, advanced analytics give you 

the actionable insights you need to make smarter decisions 

about provider contract negotiations and direct contracting 

with facilities.

“Integrating Payer Compass into our workflows was 
low effort. They have a standard approach/toolbox that 
was very straight forward to implement.” 
VP, Business Integration & Implementations | Client since January 2017

Visium™ Features

CMS reimbursement 
methodologies + state & 
federal updates

36+ 
Billion annual 
savings

$1.5

Fully integrated SaaS platform with robust auditing 

and reporting tools to deliver defensible pricing

Modernized claims management 

Customized edits and reimbursement logic

Complements any clearinghouse workflow

Shaping the landscape of healthcare


